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OLYMPUS LOCK ANNOUNCES NEW SHOWCASE RATCHET LOCK
929R Series ratchet lock for use with Schlage full-size interchangeable core
LYNNWOOD, WA (May 1, 2009) — Olympus® Lock,
Inc. announces the addition of the newest member
in our line cabinet locks that accept Schlage full-size
interchangeable core—the new Olympus 929R Series
IC ratchet lock. “The addition of this lock provides a
more complete cabinet lock offering for Schlage fullsize IC,” says Mike Donohue, Olympus Lock’s Director
of Sales. “Our new 929R is a nice complement to our
existing 777 and 888 series deadbolt cabinet door and
drawer locks and our 920 series cam lock.”
The 929R accepts Schlage full-size interchangeable cores as well as Keymark and Mul-T-Lock large format
interchangeable cores. The 929R includes true “ratcheting” functionality and comes standard with a 6” strap for
3/16” to 1/4” glass thickness. Optional straps for other material thicknesses are available separately. The 929R
is available in US26D (626) finish and is sold less core. Locks are currently in stock and available for immediate
shipment.
Olympus Lock is a manufacturer of easily rekeyable, pin tumbler cabinet locks and interchangeable core cabinet
lock bodies for a broad range of commercial and institutional applications. Our mission is to create pin tumbler
cabinet locks and accessories of unparalleled innovation, quality, keyway compatibility, and value in a manner
which sets a new industry standard for excellence. Olympus Lock—we make the changes that change the industry.
For more information contact us toll free at 800-525-0954.
###
If you’d like more information about this product or would like to schedule an interview, please contact Beth Nielsen
directly at 425-329-2516 or e-mail bethn@olympus-lock.com

